WESTBROOK CITY COUNCIL
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITEE MEETING AGENDA
MONDAY, DECEMBER 21, 2020 AT 6:00 PM
WESTBROOK PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
471 STROUDWATER ST.

I.

ROLL CALL

II.

USE OF FORCE POLICY ANALYSIS
Presented by Police Chief Janine Roberts
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To: Westbrook Public Safety Committee Members
From: Chief Janine L. Roberts
Date: December 21, 2020
RE: 2019 Use of Force Incidents Summary Report
The following pages are specific, brief, detailed summaries of the 29 incidents where Westbrook
Police Officers’ use of force involving People of Color in 2019.
The intent with these summaries is to be provide true context of when, why, and how officers used
force in these incidents.
The format of the summaries provides the following information:











Case number, date, and time.
Age, gender of subject.
Number of officers who used force.
General type of force used (hands, firearm, Taser, etc.).
Number of times WPD had contact with subject in 2019.
Whether alcohol/drugs, prior history of violence, and/or weapons were involved.
If subject or officer was injured and/or received treatment.
A brief statement of how the call was initiated.
A brief description of the overall incident, subject’s actions and force used.
Disposition of the subject and incident.

If any of the above items are not listed in a summary, it is because the item does not apply to the
incident.
There are two subjects who had force used on them twice, and one subject who had force used on
her three times. These are noted with (1), (2), or (3) in the date/time column. 18 incidents
resulted in arrests or subject being criminally summonsed. 11 incidents had other dispositions.
I look forward to reviewing these incidents with you to answer questions or concerns and assess if
there may be ways, in the future, Westbrook Police Officers may minimize the number of times
and level of force used on People of Color while ensuring officer and public safety.
Respectfully Submitted,
Janine L. Roberts
Chief of Police
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
19-01-OF
30 yo/Male
2 Officers
involved

01/01/19 Officer
investigating stolen
7:35am
motor vehicle out
of Portland.
(1)
Alc/drugs

7 WPD contacts in
2019
19-173-OF
02/25/19 “12 yo out of
control”; “during
12yo/Female 11:06pm prior contacts
(child) has been
1 Officer
(1)
hostile and noninvolved
compliant”.

Officer located vehicle. He had his duty weapon out, Subject was detained and turned over
aimed at the interior of the vehicle as he cleared it.
to Portland PD.
Found subject asleep in driver’s seat. Officer opened
door, “grabbed subject’s left wrist and used an arm
bar to remove him from the vehicle”.

Firearm

Hands
19-183-OF
49 yo/Male
1 Officer
involved
Firearm

Prior history of
violence
02/28/19 Report of a “male
threatening people
6:55am
with a baseball
bat”.
Alc/drugs
Prior history of
violence

Officer “lightly grabbed (subject’s) shoulders and
turned them around”. “Told (subject) to stop and
they complied.”

Subject “gave me a fist bump before I
left”.

28 WPD contacts in 2019

Officer tracked footprints to rear of bldg.; knocked
with no response; pushed on door, it opened; could
hear movement from inside the dark room; called to
(subject) to show his hands, drew duty weapon,
fearing he might still have a baseball bat, gave
verbal commands and placed in handcuffs .

Initial victim refused to provide
statement; subject was released at the
scene.

18 WPD contacts in 2019

1
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
19-254-OF
29 yo/Male
2 Officers
involved
Firearm
19-420-OF
17 yo/
Female
1 Officer
involved
Hands
19-506-OF
18 yo/Male
1 Officer
involved
Firearm
19-856-OF
37 yo/Male

03/16/19 Officers monitoring
traffic for shooting
4:11am
suspect out of
Portland. No
description of
suspects or vehicle.

Vehicle travelling at high rate of speed out Bridgton
Rd onto E. Bridge St. Vehicle took almost 30 seconds
to stop for officers who were using lights and siren.
Officers (2) drew their duty weapon and conducted
a high-risk stop on the vehicle. Gave verbal
commands, placed the subject in handcuffs.

Determined not to be involved in
Portland incident; summonsed for
operating after suspension.

04/22/19 WHS – officer
heard a fight break
1:15pm
out near the
cafeteria.

Two females physically fighting with about 15
others watching. Officer “grabbed (one girl’s) right
hand and dragged her away from the fight and
pinned her against the lockers in the hallway
preventing her from continuing to fight”. Others
pulled the 2nd girl away.

Both students were suspended by
School Admin. Neither girl wanted to
press charges.

Subject saw officer, pulled hood up over his head,
put his hands in his waist band, and started walking
away. Given large altercation, unknown information
on possible weapons, officer drew his duty weapon
and aimed it at the subject while giving verbal
commands.

Scene was behind apartment building
with no lighting. Subject was
cooperative.

Officer “saw black handgun inside the glovebox”.
Subject “began to reach for glovebox”; “as he did, I
drew my weapon and directed him to exit the
vehicle”. Gun was examined, “found that it was fully

Subject was detained in handcuffs
while officer determined status of
firearm. Verbal warning for traffic

9 WPD contacts in
2019

05/10/19 Officer responded
to “a disturbance
11:38pm between 11
individuals”.
16 WPD contacts in
2019
07/27/19 Traffic stop for
expired registration
7:35am
and operator not
wearing seatbelt.

2 WPD contacts in 2019

2
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
1 Officer
involved
Firearm
19-984-OF
12 yo
/Female
1 Officer
involved
Taser aimed
19-1020-OF
35 yo/Male
3 Officers
involved
Hands

19-1177-OF
15 yo/Male

Handgun involved

08/28/19 Dispatched to
“report of
4:40pm
unknown
disturbance” with
“multiple people
(2)
screaming”, and
dispatch hearing
someone scream
“Die, die, die!”
09/04/19 Dispatched to SHH
for an “out of
9:42am
control patient”;
“patient destroying
property and
possibly gathering
items to be used as
weapons”.

10/08/19 WHS lockout drills,
Autistic, non11:20am verbal, 6’2” tall,
175 lb student, fled
school running on

loaded with one in the chamber”. Subject
apologized, said he forgot he had gun in glovebox.
Subject did not have a permit to carry a concealed
firearm.
Several people outside, pointing inside. 12 yo,
threatening others with a “large butcher knife”.
“Due to the prospect of her being armed with a
knife, but not seeing it, I drew my Taser and
activated it, point it directly at (subject)”. Gave
verbal commands, taken into custody without
further incident.

violations and failure to notify LEO of
concealed weapon in vehicle.

28 WPD contacts in 2019
Involuntarily committed male, agitated, staff
wanting to medically sedate him. Officer started a
dialogue with him; “clear he was delusional and did
not have a stable grasp of reality”. Officer spent
roughly 15 minutes trying to build rapport and was
able to convince him to be handcuffed. Officer laid
him on his stomach; another officer held him down
at his right shoulder; another officer held down his
legs. Subject “became aggressive and thrashed
around violently on the ground trying to break
free”. Staff members assisted with holding subject.
Officer “physically grabbed (subject) to prevent him
from running into traffic”. Subject began “jumping,
spinning, and flailing his arms and legs”. Officer
“performed a leg sweep with (his) left leg and
guided (subject) to the ground”. Subject not

Butcher knife involved
Staff administered three doses of
sedative. Officers assisted staff with
transferring subject to a stretcher
where staff secured him to it.
Officer was bit by subject, no break in
skin. No known injuries to subject.

4 WPD contacts in 2019
Officer “located large butcher knife
behind the door”; subject was
transported to MMC for mental health
evaluation.
Prior history of violence
Mental Illness

Mental Illness
1 WPD contact in 2019
Subject “began destroying his
classroom” after officers released him.
“this is somewhat normal behavior for
(subject) and (officers) were informed

3
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
2 Officers
involved

Mental
Illness

foot up
Stroudwater St.
towards WCD.

Hands

19-1463-OF
29 yo/Male
1 Officer
involved

12/22/19 Gorham PD
requesting
11:47am assistance with an
“unruly” passenger
on WCD and Saco
St.

Hands
Alc/drugs

8 WPD contacts in
2019

handcuffed; climbed into cruiser once door was
opened. Back at WHS, subject attempted to run
away again. Officers grabbed his right and left
arms/wrists and escorted him to his classroom.

his staff is able to manage this
behavior”.
Throughout incident, officers were able
to prevent injury to all involved, most
importantly, (subject) himself.

2 WPD contacts in 2019
GPD officer had struggle with subject prior to
Both officers “picked the male up and
coming into Westbrook. “(subject) was smashing his carried him to the cruiser, putting him
face off the partition in the rear of the cruiser”. GPD in headfirst”. WPD officer “walked
officer requested assistance in “hog-tying” the male around to the driver side and pulled
to further secure him. Subject refused to get out of the male by the shoulders into the
cruiser; WPD officer grabbed his left arm and helped cruiser so the doors could be secured”.
pull him out of the car onto the ground. Subject
continued to resist by “thrashing against (officers)
Male was transported to the
Cumberland County Jail (CCJ) by GPD
and trying to break free from (officers’) control”.
WPD officer “gained control of his left leg and
officer.
folded it up towards his buttocks…using (his)
bodyweight”. Subject used right foot to kick WPD
“Hog-tying” is a term officers use to
officer in knee before officer was able to control
describe using a length of rope tied off
right leg. GPD officer got ankle cuffs on subject.
to a set of handcuffs on a person’s
WPD officer “applied a wrist-lock to the male’s left
wrists and set of ankle cuffs on a
wrist by forcing his palm downwards towards his
person’s ankles with the person’s arms
left forearm”. Held this pain compliance technique
and legs bent behind them. This is only
and asked him if he was done fighting for “about 30 used in rare instances when a person is
using their body in violent ways, kicking
seconds” until he stopped resisting.
and damaging property.

4
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019

19-22-AR
31 yo/Male
3 Officers
involved

01/06/19 Traffic stop on
Bridge St. for plate
2:14am
light out.

3 WPD contacts in
2019

Hands

19-52-AR
23 yo/Male
4 Officers
involved

01/17/19 Vehicle
approached and
3:05am
passed marked
cruiser on Main St.
in 25 mph zone.
(1)
Officer estimated
speed at 60 mph.

Operator and a passenger. Officer detected odor of
intoxicants and other indicators of OUI. Operator
put through Field Sobriety Tests.
When told he was under arrest, “(subject) pulled his
hands away from (officer) and began running
inbound Bridge St.” (Officer) chased after him,
grabbed him by the hood, pulled back, stopping
him. Officer wrapped male up in bear-hug fashion,
twisted him to the ground, where the male fell
below the officer. Male continued pulling his arms
and attempting to twist free.
2nd officer assisted with grabbing the male’s right
arm, holding it behind his back, while the male was
handcuffed.
Officers provided verbal commands throughout the
struggle, ordering and requesting the male stop
resisting.
Area of Dairy Queen. Officer initiated his emergency
lights trying to stop the vehicle. It didn’t stop until
the area of 383 Cumberland St., roughly 1.3 miles
later.
(3) Officers conducted a high-risk traffic stop,
drawing their duty weapons while giving verbal

Ultimately, the “hog-tie” was NOT used
on the subject. Once he stopped
fighting and resisting, officers placed
him in the cruiser with the hand and
ankle cuffs on.
Subject received “cuts and road rash on
his face because of the initial fall after
he fled on foot”.
Subject was arrested, transported to
CCJ, and charged with OUI, Refusing to
Provide Breath Test, and Refusing to
Submit to Arrest or Detention.
Alc/drugs
Subject received cuts/road rash to left
cheek

Operator initially appeared to be
reaching for something on the
floorboard. Ultimately, he complied
with officers’ commands.
Investigation learned that the subject
was fleeing from another vehicle he
thought was chasing him.
5
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
Firearm
1 WPD contact in
2019

19-53-AR
12 yo
/Female
2 Officers
involved

01/17/19 WMS – student
refusing to leave
8:00am
classroom;
escalating, out of
control behavior
during the week.
(3)

Hands

19-99-AR
24 yo/Male

28 WPD contacts in
2019

01/31/19 Report of
disorderly
7:01am
disturbance that

commands to the lone operator to get out of the
vehicle.

Subject was arrested, transported to
CCJ, and charged with Failure to Stop
for an Officer and Operating without a
License. His car was towed.

Vice Principal asked officer to help gain control of
student. Officer had “a good rapport with her,
where she does do what (officer) request in these
types of situations”. Student swearing, laughing,
disrupting class. Officer attempted to reason with
her. Officer “placed right hand on (student’s) left
shoulder to assist her to get up”. Student pulled
away; officer pulled her back and sat her back
down, ordering her to stay seated. Officer felt this
was safest for student, while officer waited for backup.
Student resisted being stood up with each officer
taking an arm; student continued “screaming,
swearing, and trying to pull away”. One officer
“grabbed (her) by the arm and collar of jacket” and
“was placed on the ground, where handcuffs could
be applied”.
Throughout struggle with student, officers were
giving commands for her to stop resisting and
directions on what they wanted her to do.
Witness on scene pointed out subject leaving
building as part of problem. Subject refused to stop,
would not ID himself, and kept putting his hands in

School Admin had attempted to
contact student’s mother multiple
times during week and of the incident.
Mother did not return calls.
Student was on probation for past
criminal conduct. Juvenile Community
Corrections Officer (JCCO) placed a
hold on student. And, student was
charged with Disorderly Conduct and
Refusing to Submit to Arrest or
Detention.

Investigation revealed subject had just
met the two young ladies in the
apartment the night before. He was
6
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
2 Officers
involved

had been on-going
for over an hour in
apartment on
Brackett St.

Hands
Alc/drugs
Prior history of
violence

1 WPD contact in
2019

19-100-AR
25 yo/Male
1 Officer
involved
Hands

01/31/19 Traffic stop for loud
exhaust and red6:08pm
light violation at
Spring St. and
WCD.

Alc/drugs
1 WPD contact in
2019

his pockets. Officer went to detain subject and put
him in handcuffs to control his actions while officers
investigated the call. Officer explained “he was not
free to leave until (they) figured out what was going
on”. Subject refused to give officer his hands; One
officer grabbed his right hand and put it behind his
back. The other officer grabbed the other wrist,
spun him, and held him while first officer
handcuffed him.
As officers opened door to apartment to investigate,
subject “slipped and went down on the ground,
landing on his knees and hitting his head on a piece
of plywood. He was not injured.
While officer was searching subject’s person,
subject “tried to spin on me, I wrapped my arm in
his and forced him against the hood of the cruiser”.
Subject vehicle pulled into CVS lot, started to
accelerate away, but was blocked by a tractor
trailer. Officer gave verbal commands for the
operator to turn off the car’s engine and place his
hands out the window. Officer approached driver’s
door; window was down; “grabbed (subject’s) left
arm and placed it in a wrist lock”. This had an
immediate effect on the subject. Officer had the
subject get out of the car, turned him around, and
placed him in handcuffs.
During this close contact, officer smelled and heard
indicators of alcohol impairment.

attempting to engage them in human
trafficking; one of which was a run-away out of Lewiston.
Witnesses also alleged subject was in
possession of Crack Cocaine prior to
officers’ arrival.
Subject was transported to CCJ and
booked on the charges of Disorderly
Conduct, Refusing to Submit to Arrest
or Detention, Assault, and Violating
Conditions of Release.
At the CCJ, the subject refused to
cooperate with the booking process
and Jail staff “searched him and
brought him directly to a cell”.
OUI investigation revealed subject in
possession of Xanax without
prescription; open bottle of hard liquor
in reach of subject, gave false name to
officers after being warned it’s a crime
to do so; failed to successfully
complete 2 out of 3 Field Sobriety
Tests.
Subject was charged with Failure to
Stop for an Officer, Unlawful
Possession of a Scheduled Drug, Failure
7
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019

19-154-AR
33 yo/Male
1 Officer
involved

02/11/19 Report of vehicle in
ditch on Methodist
12:14am Rd. near Country
Ln. with male
operator appearing
(2)
to be intoxicated.

Hands
Alc/drugs
Alcohol
3 WPD contacts in
2019

19-344-AR
23 yo/Male
3 Officers
involved
Firearm /
Hands

04/08/19 Report of a
burglary in
6:18am
progress at a house
on Duck Pond Rd.
with the caller
“being woken up
by the sound of
voices and locating
two people insider
her garage. She

Officer saw male “stumbling back and forth while
walking towards my cruiser”. “He appeared
confused by what I asked.” Subject was putting his
hands inside his hoodie’s pockets. Officer “asked to
look inside his hoodie pocket to be sure there was
nothing in it that was going to hurt (officer). Male
allowed (officer) to do so and (officer) observed
nothing inside”. While officer asked questions,
“male responded incoherently”. Other indicators of
alcohol intoxication. Officer informed subject he
was under arrest. “(Subject) stood up, squared up to
me, and began arguing”. Officer gave several verbal
commands for the male to sit down. When he
didn’t, the officer “singlehandedly pushed (him)
back down in the seat to which he stayed seated
until (officer) later told him to get up”.
Responding officer located the described vehicle
“traveling at a high rate of speed on Park Rd.
heading towards Cumberland St.
(3) officers conducted a high-risk traffic stop on the
vehicle. All 3 having their duty weapon drawn and
aimed at the occupants in the car.
One officer gave verbal commands for occupants to
keep their hands up (visible); they were not
following these commands. Eventually, driver
(female) followed directions to exit car and was

to give Correct Name and DOB,
Operating without a License, and
Aggravated Forgery.
Field Sobriety Tests given, and officer
brought subject to PSB for breath test.
Subject’s breath sample was 0.25%
BAC.
Subject transported to CCJ and charged
with OUI and Violation of Conditions of
Release.

Subject was injured when taken to the
ground due to his face hitting the
pavement. He received a split lip and
several chipped teeth. Rescue was
called to check him out. He declined to
be transported to the hospital for
treatment.
Subject showed signs of alcohol
impairment.
8
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
4 WPD
contacts in
2019

described the
intruders as a black
male and a
female.” A vehicle
description and
plate were
provided.

handcuffed. Male passenger followed directions to
get out of car, but then tried to turn around to face
officers, refused to follow officer’s commands to get
on his knees and laydown on the ground. 2 officers
holstered their weapons. Each grabbed the male by
an arm and took him to the ground and handcuffed
him.

Subject was double-jointed and was
able to move his handcuffed hands
from the back to the front several
times. Each time, the officer rehandcuffed him behind his back. On
one occasion, officer believed subject
placed something in his mouth and
swallowed.

Alc/drugs
Investigation revealed male subject
knew daughter of burglary victim but
had not had contact with her in over 5
years. Victim was adamant subjects
were there to steal from her.

Prior history of
violence
Subject received
cut lip and chipped
teeth

19-363-AR
16 yo/Male
2 Officers
involved
Hands

Rescue & MMC
04/14/19 Youth involved in
suspicious activity
1:05pm
(drugs) in vehicle at
Warren Athletic
Fields.

17 WPD contacts in
2019

Both subjects were transported to CCJ
and charged with Burglary.
2 subjects detained while 1 walked away towards
the basketball court. Detained subjects were
questioned, marijuana found on one and more
drugs with drug paraphernalia found in the car.
Officer called to youth who was over by the B-ball
courts, directing him to come back and speak to the
officer. The youth “refused to come all the way up
the hill. He used profanity and his race as excuses
for not complying”. Officer “went to him and
grabbed ahold of him, escorting him up the hill”. As

Youth involved in this incident has
multiple contacts with WPD where he
is a suspect in property damage, drugs,
and assaultive crimes.
Youth was charged with Possession of a
Useable Amount of Marijuana and
Refusing to Submit to Arrest or
Detention. He was released to his

9
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019

19-399-AR
21 yo
/Female
2 Officers
involved
Firearm

19-595-AR

04/23/19 Speeding vehicle
on Brown St., fled
11:52pm at a high rate of
speed on
Cumberland St.
towards Main St.

the officer went to put the youth’s hands behind his
back, the youth pulled them to his front. The two
struggled. Officer “attempted a leg sweep. We
ended up falling to the ground; I was on my back
with him on his back directly on top of me. To
prevent him from spinning on me, I locked my right
arm around his forehead.
2nd officer gave verbal commands for the youth to
“stop and to get off of (officer)”. 2nd officer “tried to
get his arms behind his back, but he tensed up and
stated he was going to punch (officer) in the
(expletive) face”. 2nd officer used right knee to hit
him in the waist area. As the knee strike was being
delivered, the youth said, “I am done”. He was
rolled over, handcuffed, picked up off the ground,
and walked to the cruiser.
Vehicle stopped abruptly on Harnois St. in front of
Ride Aid. Male outside car yelling at female in the
car. Officer initiating traffic stop gave verbal
commands while back up officer drew his duty
weapon and aimed it at the male. Male complied
with commands. Duty weapon was holstered.

9 WPD contacts in
2019
06/30/19 Officer conducting
surveillance on

Vehicle left target house, headed inbound Bridgton
Rd., accelerated away at a high rate of speed,

mother and giving a court date in June
2019.
Both other youths were summonsed
for Possession of a Useable Amount of
Marijuana and released.

Investigation revealed male was driving
and attempted to elude the officer. He
was found to have a suspended license
under the “habitual offender” status
and on conditions of release for prior
criminal conduct.
Subject charged with Operating After
Habitual Offender Revocation, Refusing
to Stop for an Officer, Violation of
Conditions of Release.
Male subject got away.

10
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
18 yo
/Female
1 Officer
involved
Taser aimed

19-670-AR
35 yo/Male
1 Officer
involved
Hands

19-786-AR
17 yo/Male
1 Officer
involved
Hands

2:45am

known drug house
on side street off
Bridgton Rd.

crossed into Portland, and turned into Riverton
Park. The 2 occupants bailed out of it and were
fleeing on foot. Officer chased after female, verbally
ordering her to stop. Officer was able to get in front
Alc/drugs
of her; she stopped running. He aimed his Taser at
her and ordered her to lie on the ground. It took
3 WPD contacts in
several commands for the woman to comply. She
2019
was handcuffed without further incident once she
was on the ground.
07/19/19 Officer saw
Male fled inside residence as he noticed officer
individual walking, looking at him. Contact made; subject refused to
9:46pm
recognized him and come down from front porch to be arrested on the
knew there was an warrant. Officer “grabbed (him) by the arm and
arrest warrant for
pulled him down off the stairs to the ground. (He)
him.
remained in a standing position during arrest”.

Investigation revealed male was
boyfriend of female and she was not
forthcoming with information

Alc/drugs
Prior history of
violence
08/31/19 Concert at Maine
Savings Pavilion.
6:21pm
Security staff
requested WPDs
help with ejecting a
subject for passing
a used ticket
through the fence
to another person

10 WPD contacts in 2019

Officers spent several minutes attempting to
convince subject to leave on his own. He demanded
his money back for his ticket and would not
cooperate. He threatened the officers, stating “I’ll
kill you!” Thus, committing the crime of Terrorizing.
Officer attempted to grab subject’s left arm to place
him under arrest. He pulled away. Officer told him
to put his hands behind his back, he refused. Officer
“put subject’s left arm in an arm bar and landed on
his chest on the hood of a vehicle” close by. Officer

Female was criminally summonsed for
the charge of Refusal to Submit to
Arrest or Detention and released.

Subject transported to CCJ and charged
with the warrant charges of Eluding a
Police Officer, Driving to Endanger, and
2 counts of Violation of Conditions of
Release

Determined after arrest that the
subject was 17 yo.
As a juvenile, he was transported to the
Westbrook PSB, summonsed, and
released to his parent.
He was charged with Terrorizing.

11
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
to be re-used for
entry.
19-787-AR
29 yo/Male
2 Officers
involved

08/31/19 Concert at Maine
Savings Pavilion.
7:15pm
Security staff
requested help
with removing two
subjects who had
been fighting.

Hands
Alc/drugs
Prior history of
violence
3 WPD contacts in
2019

used “a wrist lock to get subject’s hands under
control and behind his back”. He was handcuffed
without further incident.
One subject was still “highly agitated” and
continued “trying to goad the other male into a
fight”. Officer stepped in between the men, used his
hands on the aggressor’s chest to push him back
while ordering him to leave. The male came back at
the officer, “trying to push through (officer) to get
to the other party and was completely ignoring
(officer’s) commands”.
Officer “grabbed his shirt around his shoulders and
used a leg sweep to put him on the ground to effect
an arrest. The male landed on his side and (officer)
rolled him onto his stomach”.
Two other officers had to help control the subject in
order to get him into handcuffs. One officer
“grabbed (subject) and held his head facing away”.
Other officer “twisted his two legs together and
folded them up to his buttock to keep him from
kicking”.

1 WPD contact in 2019

Prior to placing the subject under
arrest, officers learned that he had
been “knocked out” by the other
subject he was fighting.
Also, prior to his arrest, another officer
attempted to de-escalate him… “he
attempted to walk around (officer) at
which point (officer) placed is arms out
on the male’s shoulders so that he
would look at (officer). Officer told the
male again that the fight was over and
that if he continued his actions he
would be kicked out of the concert or
arrested as well”.
Both subjects involved in the fight were
Black.
Subject was transported to CCJ and
charged with Disorderly Conduct and
Violation of Conditions of Release.
No information in reports on reason for
fight.

12
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WESTBROOK POLICE DEPARTMENT
USE OF FORCE ON PEOPLE OF COLOR
REPORT SUMMARIES FOR 2019
19-819-AR
19 yo/Male
1 Officer
involved
Hands

09/12/19 Caller reported “a
Ford Fusion was
2:52am
swerving and
almost hit the
guardrail” and that
it “pulled into
Enterprise Rent-aCar and turned the
lights off”.

Alc/drugs
4 WPD contacts in
2019

19-881-AR
15 yo/Male

10/17/19 WHS reporting
student assaulting
9:15am
another student
and teacher.

1 Officer
involved
Hands

7 WPD contacts in
2019

Upon officer’s arrival, “three Black males started to One arrest on the outstanding warrant.
walk away from the area of the Ford. All three males
told (officer) that they were not associated with the Subject at Super 8 was issued a
Ford”.
Criminal Trespass notice and sent on
his way.
All three were intoxicated. Upon identifying them,
one subject had an outstanding warrant. He was
Later in morning, officers found two
arrested without incident. The other two were
windows of the Ford smashed out.
released.
They were not able to determine
ownership; it was registered to a
Shortly after, Super 8 Motel staff called about the
holding company.
other two arguing. One was warned for Disorderly
Conduct.
At 4:21am, Super 8 called back, reporting that the
subject “was throwing things at him”. Officer asked
subject to “sit on the front of (the cruiser’s) bumper.
(Subject) did not comply. (Officer) grabbed his right
arm, turned him around and escorted him about 10
feet to the bumper”.
One subject entered classroom and assaulted
another student. Teacher and two students
intervened. Subject was brought to AP’s office.
A friend of first subject who had followed him into
the classroom when the assault occurred was
located by the officer in the hallway. Officer “had
him come to the office with (officer) to speak with
him about the incident”. Subject was defensive and

Investigation revealed the initial assault
was connected to an incident from
April earlier in the year.
The assaultive student was summonsed
for two counts of assault and released
to his father. He was also suspended by
the School.
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did not have a reason for being on the freshman
floor of the school.
While waiting for subject’s parents, subject
demanded to go to the bathroom. Officer was only
adult in the front office. He was responsible for the
first student who was detained and being
suspended from school and could not accompany
the subject to the bathroom. So, he told subject he
would have to wait. Subject continued to demand
he was going to the bathroom while walking
towards the officer to leave. Officer “placed (his)
right hand on his back-left shoulder to guide him
back inside the conference room. (Subject)
immediately threw up his left elbow, knocking
(officer’s) hand off his back, and spun around going
chest to chest with (officer). Subject began trying to
push through (officer) with his chest and screaming
at (officer) that he was not going back” into the
front office. Subject continued to refuse to comply
with officer’s orders. Officer “placed both of (his)
hands on his chest and began to push him toward
the conference room. (Subject) began pushing back
toward (officer) harder than before and (officer)
delivered a two-handed thrust into his chest with
(his) hands shoving him backwards. The force
(officer) applied caused him to fall over backwards”.
Subject “instantly jumped back to his feet, charged
towards (officer) and attempted to shove (officer)

2nd subject was on probation. The JCCO
was contacted. She ordered “(subject)
be released on conditions that included
house arrest until further notice, no
new criminal conduct and to contact
her within 24 hours.
Officer spoke with parents of 2nd
subject. Father expressed frustration
with the School suspending his son for
“disruptive behaviors his son was
displaying at school”, but “wasn’t sure
how he wanted them to handle the
disruptive behaviors”. Father said
“(subject) does not behave like this at
home and only displays this behavior
while at school”.
2nd subject had been involved in an
altercation during the evening the day
before.
2nd subject summonsed for Disorderly
Conduct and Refusal to Submit to
Arrest or Detention and released to his
mother.

14
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backwards. Due to the size difference, subject was
unable to push (officer) backwards”. Officer
“immediately grabbed his arms, spun him around
and forced him against a wall mounted air
conditioning unit inside the conference room.”
Officer secured him in handcuffs and sat him in a
chair.

19-927-AR
31 yo/Male
4 Officers
involved
Firearm

10/25/19 Drug trafficking
surveillance and
4:45pm
investigation with
information that
the suspect “was in
(2)
possession of a
firearm”; high risk
traffic stop.

Prior history of
violence
7 WPD contacts in
2019

When 2nd adult came into the office, officer asked
subject several times if he needed to go to the
bathroom. Subject refused to answer. Officer asked
subject several times if “he was physically ok or if
needed the nurse for further medical attention”.
Subject refused to answer.
Upon stopping the suspect vehicle, officers aimed
their duty weapons at the occupants. The four
occupants were given verbal commands to exit the
vehicle and walk back to the officers. Male subject
was handcuffed and arrested on an outstanding
warrant.

Female driver released.
Female passenger in possession of
crack cocaine pipe and had active
arrest warrant; she was arrested on the
warrant.
Another female passenger in
possession of crack cocaine 1.8ggw
(packaged in 4 individual baggies) and 1
Oxycodone pill. She was not charged as
the investigation led officers to believe
the male had given her the drugs to
hide.
Male arrested on active warrant with
charge of Violation of Condition of
Release, also charged with Unlawful
15
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19-969-AR
54 yo/Male
2 Officers
involved
Hands

11/07/19 Drug surveillance
and investigation.
8:16pm
Drug detective
asked Patrol officer
to conduct traffic
stop on target
vehicle. Violation
for stop was
speeding and
cracked taillight.

Alc/drugs
Subject received
abrasions to face
Rescue and MMC

7 WPD contacts in
2019

Traffic stop made on Warren Ave.
Officer “began searching (subject’s) waistband area,
he moved side to side”. (Officer) used (his) foot to
move (subject’s) right foot to spread (subject’s) feet
further apart.
(Subject) was wearing a cloth wrist support on right
wrist/forearm. Upon inspection, officer found “a
plastic baggie with a white rock like substance in it”.
Officer “immediately took hold of both (subject’s)
arms and ordered him to place his arms behind his
back”. Officer moved subject to the trunk of the
vehicle to better control him. Subject pulled drugs
out of wrist support while officer was trying to
control him. Subject fell to ground. Officer landed
on top of him, using both his hands to control
subject’s hand with the drugs. Officer “pushed down
on subject’s hand into the ground, forcing it open”.
Subject reached back towards wrist support and
attempted to move his hand towards his mouth.
Officer “grabbed the back of his hooded sweatshirt
and pulled it up and over his face to prevent
anything from being inserted into his mouth.”
Officer brought subject’s hands behind his back. He
was handcuffed and laid on his side with officer
kneeling on his upper body.
Officers gave verbal commands to subject
throughout struggle.

Trafficking in Schedule W Drugs and
Violation of Conditions of Release.
Subject on conditions of release, to
include no use/possession of illegal
drugs, subject to search and testing
upon suspicion. Officer saw “portion of
Dominican tie on the passenger side
rear floorboard”.
Search of vehicle and both subjects
revealed .90g and .95g of cocaine base,
44 pills with descriptive markings
scraped off, and an EBT card not
belonging to either subject.
Throughout struggle, subject
complained of pain due to prior injuries
– “referred to broken bones in his hand
and ankle as well as chest pains due to
a previous heart attack”. Westbrook
Rescue checked him out at the scene
and he was also examined at MMC
before being taken to the jail and
booked on charges of Unlawful
Possession of Schedule W Drugs,
Refusing to Submit to Arrest or
Detention, Violation of Conditions of
Release, and Misuse of Public Benefits
Instrument.
16
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19-1081-AR
2 Officers
involved
Hands /
Taser
deployed

12/15/19 Warrant check at a
residence. Subject
4:18pm
wanted to Class B
(felony) Theft by
Deception &
Negotiating a
Worthless
Instrument.

4 WPD contacts in
2019

Officers knocked on apartment door. Subject
answered. Officers confirmed his identify and
informed him of his outstanding warrant. Subject
started to step back into the apartment. Officer
ordered subject “multiple times to turn around and
place his hands behind his back”. Officer grabbed
subject’s right hand and turned him facing away.
Both officers held on to subject’s hands. He pulled
his arms to the front of his body. Subject continued
to resist as officers gave verbal commands and
attempted to move his hands behind his back.
Officers leaned him over a table. Subject “began
grasping the edge of the table and not releasing it”.
Officers attempted to move the subject to the floor
and one officer attempted to “pull his legs out from
underneath his body” both attempts didn’t work.
Officer gave verbal warning that if subject didn’t
stop resisting, he would be tased. Taser was
deployed but not effective due to only one probe

2nd subject followed all of officers’
verbal commands. During search,
found in possession of .95g cocaine
base. He was arrested and charged
with Unlawful Possession of Schedule
W Drugs. He also attempted to conceal
drugs in his buttocks while handcuffed
and detained in the back seat of the
cruiser.
Rescue was requested to check subject
out due to one Taser probe inserted in
skin.
Subject complained of shoulder pain
from “a pre-diagnosed shoulder issue”.
Subject asked to call his wife. Officers
allowed call and waited on scene for
wife to respond so they could talk.
Subject transported to CCJ and charged
with Theft by Deception, Negotiating a
Worthless Instrument, and Refusing to
Submit to Arrest or Detention.
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penetrating the skin. Subject continued to hold on
to the table, refusing all officers’ orders to stop
resisting. Officers eventually able to force subject’s
arms behind his back and handcuff him.

18
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Use of Force
by WPD –
2019
MEREDITH EMIGH-GUY, PHD
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30,922 calls for service
132 (.43%) involved force
The national average is 2%
AN EXAMINATION OF FORCE USED BY WESTBROOK PD IN 2019
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Call Type

Number

Percent

Suspicious Person

10

7.41

Disturbance

11

8.15

Juvenile Offense

11

8.15

Domestic

16

11.85

Traffic Stop

17

12.59

30,922 calls for service
132 (.43%) involved force

The national average is 2%
Arrest

18

13.33

Mental Health

19

14.07

THE T YPE OF CALLS MOST FREQUENTLY INVOLVING FORCEN
EXAMINATION OF FORCE USED BY WESTBROOK PD IN 2019
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Who was
involved in the
incidents?
Racial breakdown of civilians
involved in use of force incidents.
66.7% White; 22% Black;
2.3% Hispanic; 2.3% Asian;
0.76% Middle Eastern;
0.76% Pacific Islander;
5.18% unknown
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Who was
involved in the
incidents?
Age group breakdown of civilians
involved in use of force incidents.

Mean: 31.5
Max: 70
Min: 10
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Who was
involved in the
incidents?
Where do they live?

60% live in Westbrook
16% live in Portland
The rest from various
other Maine cities/towns
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28% had a previous history of violence

Who was
involved in the
incidents?
Circumstances of the encounters

23% had a known history of mental illness
40% were intoxicated when the officers arrived
9.76% had a weapon when officers arrived on the scene.
◦ 4 firearms,
◦ 6 knives,
◦ 2 bludgeoning instruments such as baseball bats

8 people were involved in 2 use of force incidents
1 person was involved in 3

77% male; 23% female
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Who was
involved in the
incidents?

214 use of force
reports filed

14% officerinitiated
encounters
86% calls for
service

The officers –
32 officers involved in 132
incidents

maximum of 8
Mean of 2.6
officers per
incident

26 (19.7%)
incidents involved
only a single officer
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When did the
incidents
occur?
No real pattern by month.
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When did the
incidents
occur?
No real pattern by day of the
week.
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When did the
incidents
occur?
Significant pattern to time of day.
38.7% between midnight and 6am,
17.7% between 6am and noon,
26.6% between noon and 6pm,
16.9% between 6pm and midnight
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Injuries
Officers:

Civilians:

◦ 10 injuries

◦ 25 injuries

◦ Bruises, scrapes, cuts, kicked in the knee

◦ cuts and scrapes (40%),
◦ abrasions (24%)
◦ 14 (56%) treated for the injury
◦ 8 on scene, 6 taken to Maine Medical
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Type of Force

Number

Percent

OC Spray

1

0.47

30,922 calls for service
132 (.43%) involved force
Impact Tool

3

1.41

K9

3

1.41

Strike

8

3.76

Taser

18

8.45

Unarmed

18

8.45

Firearm*

61

28.64

Restraint

102

47.89

The national average is 2%
T YPE OF FORCE USEDI
* N O S H O T S W E R E F I R E D N AT I O N

OF FORCE USED BY WESTBROOK PD IN 2019
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Unarmed
Techniques
held down - 31 (23.5%),
grabbed - 49 (37%),
wrist locks - 21 (15.9%),
armbars - 22 (16.7%),
pushing - 39 (29.5%),
pulling - 38 (28.8%),
bodyweight control - 20 (15.2%),
kneeling - 12 (15.9%).
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Type of Resistance

Number

Percent

Threats of deadly force

5

3.8

30,922 calls for service
132 (.43%) involved force
Verbal threats

10

4.7

Pre-attack cues

16

12.1

Assaultive

19

14.4

Passive

70

53

Active

70

53

The national average is 2%
LEVEL OF RESISTANCE FACED FORCE USED BY WESTBROOK PD
IN 2019
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Did the subject
comply after
force was
used?
Measured from 0 (not compliant)
to 10 (complied immediately).
50.4% complied immediately,
2.2% refused to comply
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Special
Considerations
A DEEPER LOOK AT SOME AREAS OF PUBLIC CONCERN
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30 Cases:
Mean age 33.5; oldest 63; youngest 12
3 Black (10%); 27 White (90%)

Mental Illness

10 female (33%); 20 male (67%)

Use of force cases involving
persons known to have a history
of mental illness – 22.7% of the
sample

22 live in Westbrook (73%); 8 elsewhere (27%)
7 (23%) were arrested
18 (60%) had a known history of violence
9 (30%) were intoxicated when police arrived
8 (27%) had a weapon
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Firearms aimed/displayed – 4
OC Spray – 1
Taser – 8
Drive stun – 3
Probe deployed - 3

Mental Illness

Unarmed:
Held down – 14
Grabbed – 20

Use of force cases involving
persons known to have a history
of mental illness – 22.7% of the
sample

Wrist lock – 3
Armbar – 3
Push – 9
Pull – 13
Bodyweight – 6
Kneeling – 3
2 officers were injured
7 subjects were injured
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Mean age – 26.6
◦ Proportionately more people under age 25 compared to white
subjects (16 (54%) people compared to 21 (24%) people)

22 (79%) male; 7 (21%) female
19 (65.5%) Westbrook residents

Race

10 (34.4%) had a known history of violence

29 (22%) of the use of force cases
involved black civilians, a
significant disparity compared to
the demographics of Westbrook

3 (10.3%) with a known history of mental illness
◦ Compare to 31% of white subjects

13 (44.8%) intoxicated when police arrived
3 (10%) had a weapon
18 (62%) arrests; 2 (6.9%) hospitalizations
◦ Compare to 63.2% arrests and 27.6% hospitalizations for white
subjects

9 (31%) Traffic Stops
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27.6% of encounters initiated by officers
◦ Compare to 12.6% of encounters with white subjects, a
significant difference

Firearms aimed/displayed – 10 times
Tasers – 3

Race
22% of the use of force cases
involved black civilians, a
significant disparity compared to
the demographics of Westbrook

◦ Drive stun – 2

Unarmed:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Held down - 8
Grabbed - 12
Pushed -9
Pulled - 9
Wristlock - 7
Armbar -5
Kneel - 4
Bodyweight – 5

5 citizens, 1 officer injured
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White: 9 (42.9%); Black 8 (38%); Hispanic: 2 (9.6%); Middle East: 1 (4.8%)

Female 10 (47.6%); Male 11 (52.4%)
Westbrook resident: 15 (71.4%)

Juveniles
21 (15.9%) use of force cases
involving persons under 18 years
of age

Officer initiated: 3 (14.3%)
Arrested: 12 (57%)
Known history of violence: 10 (47.6%)
Known history of mental illness: 6 (28.6%)
Intoxicated: 1 (4.8%)
Had a weapon: 1 (4.8%)
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Firearms - 2
Taser - 2
Unarmed techniques:
Held down – 4

Juveniles

Grabbed – 10

21 (15.9%) use of force cases
involving persons under 18 years
of age

Armbar – 2

Wrist lock – 4
Push – 7
Pull – 8
Bodyweight – 1
Kneeling – 1
1 officer was injured.
3 juveniles were injured
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Conclusions
No shots fired
No serious injuries
Most common type of force was unarmed techniques
Less then 25% of the national average for proportion of cases involving force
Most cases were the result of a call for service
◦ The most frequent type of case was mental health related (14.1%)

57% of officer-initiated encounters were traffic stops
◦ 31% of cases involving black residents were traffic stops

A larger proportion of cases involving black residents compared to white residents were officer -initiated
◦ But no significant differences in the level of force used
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All Cases

White

Black

Juvenile

Mentally Ill

Officer Initiated

Call for Service

Number of Cases

#
132

%
100

#
87

%
65.9

#
29

%
21.9

#
21

%
15.9

#
30

%
22.7

#
21

%
15.9

#
111

%
84.1

Number of Reports

214

--

147

--

49

--

26

--

46

--

30

--

184

--

Officer Initiated

19

14.4

11

12.6

8

27.6

3

14.3

0

--

--

--

--

--

Unarmed Techniques

90

68

63

72.2

22

75.9

18

85.7

23

76.7

13

61.9

77

69.4

Impact Tool
OC Spray
K9
Taser
Firearm
Arrest
Hospital
Subject Intoxicated

3
1
3
16
35
79
26
53

2.3
.75
2.3
12
26.5
59.8
19.7
40

1
1
3
13
22
55
24
37

1.1
1.1
3.4
14.9
25.3
63.2
27.6
42.5

0
0
0
3
10
18
2
13

---10
33.3
62
6.9
44.8

0
0
0
2
2
12

---9.5
9.5
57

1

4.8

0
1
0
8
4
7
19
9

-3.3
-26.6
13.3
23.3
63.3
30

1
0
0
4
18
18
0
7

4.8
--19
85.7
85.7
-33.3

2
1
3
12
17
61
26
46

1.8
.90
2.7
10.8
15.3
54.9
23.4
41.4

History of Violence

37

28

25

28.7

10

33.3

10

47.6

18

60

3

14.3

34

30.6

History of Mental
Illness
Weapon present

30

22.7

27

31

3

10

6

28.6

30

100

0

--

30

27

12

9

9

10.3

3

10

1

4.8

8

26.6

2

9.5

10

9

Mean Age
Repeat Contacts

31.5
10

-7.6

33.3
2

-2.3

26.6
3

-10

14.8
1

-4.8

33.5
1

-3.3

30.6
0

---

31.6
10

-9

Injury
Officer injury
Most common type of
case

25
10
Mental
health

18.9
7.6
14.1

19
9
Mental
health

21.8
10.3
18.4

5
1
Traffic
stop

17
3.4
31

3
14.3
1
4.8
JV offense 52.4

7
2
Mental
health

23.3
6.7
56.7

5
2
Traffic
stop

23.8
9.5
57.1

20
8
Mental
health

18
7.2
17

Pre-attack cues
Verbal threats
Passive resistance

16
10
70

12
7.6
53

13
8
52

14.9
9.2
59.8

2
2
12

6.9
6.9
41.4

2
1
8

9.5
4.8
38.1

7
6
13

23.3
20
43.3

1
1
13

4.8
4.8
61.9

15
9
57

13.5
8.1
51.4

Active resistance

70

53

55

63.2

13

44.8

14

66.7

19

63.3

10

47.6

60

54.1

Assaultive

19

14.4

12

13.8

6

20.7

8

38.1

7

23.3

2

9.5

17
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15.3

